
 

 

 
 
 

A Health Insurance Cost Reduction Guide 
 

10 Tips That Will Save You 10 Grand 
(When 30 Seconds Just Isn't Enough) 

 
By Jon Rauser 

 
At The Rauser Agency, we believe affordable health insurance is a key ingredient for 
"fiscal fitness." We also know how hard it can be for consumers to make sense of 
complex insurance policies on top of ever-changing regulations. These 10 Tips will save 
you a bundle. 

 
 
 

1. Plan design is critical. Choose wisely. 
 

For illustrative purposes, let’s consider a 45 year old shopping for a health plan. 
Looking at just one insurer’s rate chart, premiums for the best Gold” coverage – a 
$1,000 deductible, then insurance pays 90% of most claims – would be $568/month.  
That plan also has copays for office visits and pharmacy, without having to satisfy the 
deductible. Premiums for the least expensive “Bronze” plan – with a $6,850 deductible, 
which under Obamacare is also the maximum out of pocket – would be 
$347/month. 

 
If you have a chronic condition and use a lot of health care, you may be better off 
buying the more expensive coverage. That’s because the insurance starts paying 
much sooner, and your total anticipated cost (premiums plus anticipated claims) may 
in fact be lower, even with that higher premium. 

 
If you enjoy good health, you’d be much better off buying the Bronze Plan. Remember, if 
you don’t use your health plan, insurers don’t send you refunds! 

 
But what if you’re healthy when you buy your coverage, and things change mid-year? 
Under Obamacare, you get to shop for new coverage once each year during the Open 
Enrollment Period (OEP). Advantage, consumer! In most cases, we’d suggest paying 
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the $4,164 premium ($347x12), not $6,816 ($568x12). 
 

Savings: $2,652. 
 
 
 

2. Hedge your bet. 
 

You buy health insurance hoping you’ll never use it. But when you do, pay your 
deductibles, co-insurance and other out of pocket expenses using pre-tax dollars. If 
you buy the Bronze coverage described in the above example, put some of the 
premium savings into a Health Savings Account (HSA). The maximum HSA contribution 
for an individual in 2016 is $3,350. If you don’t use it, you get to keep it - roll it over - 
year to year. If you don’t have an HSA, you may be eligible for a payroll deduction up 
to $2,550 (in 2016) on a pre-tax basis under an employer sponsored Section 125 Plan 
(also called a Flexible Spending Account or FSA). Note: Only $500 of unused FSA 
contributions can be carried over to the next calendar year. 

 
Savings: $1,000 or more (depending on how much you contribute and your tax 
bracket). 

 
 
 

3. Squeeze every penny out of your health insurance plan. 
 

Did you know most insurers are giving away "free" stuff? In no particular order, here 
are some examples: 

 
• Discounts for specified fitness center memberships; for weight loss plans 

(Jenny Craig, Weight Watchers, etc.); on acupuncture, massage or chiropractic 
service; on eyeglasses & LASIK; on hearing aids; on vitamins and supplements; 
and more. 

• Wellness Coaching and Health Risk Assessments 
• 24/7 Nurse Line: This could save you a trip to Urgent Care or the Emergency 

Room 
• Counseling: Very much like an Employee Assistance Plan for help coping with 

the day-to-day stresses of life 
• Smoking Cessation Plans 

 
Note that these value-added benefits vary significantly from insurer to insurer. The 
point is, your premiums often include these “free” services. Your insurance company's 
website for members is chock full of information about member services. Make the 
effort to log in, learn about these services and then use them! 

 
Savings: $318 to $674. (That’s equal to about one month's premium based on my 
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examples in Tip #1 but frankly, your savings will be far more if you just "work it!" 
 
 

4. Shop for your health care. 
 

We’ve talked about buying a health plan with a higher deductible and banking the 
premium savings in a tax advantaged Health Savings or Flexible Spending Account. So 
if the time comes when you actually need health care services, wouldn’t it be nice to 
know the cost in advance? 

 
Here’s a perfect example. 

 
I have a client’s Explanation of Benefits in front of me now. He recently had an MRI. 
The facility plus physician charges, net of discounts, totaled $2,214. By now, most of us 
have heard the ads for Smart Choice MRI. They have an all-in price for most MRIs of 
$600. In this case, you’d be taking a lot less out of your HSA to pay the bill. 

 
Many insurance companies now have available cost and quality comparison tools that 
members can access online. Alternatively, in several of my weekly 30 Second Insurance 
Tips, I’ve provided links to independent cost comparison websites. One that my own 
doctor uses when referring patients for specialty care is the Healthcare Bluebook. 

 

There are countless other ways to save on health care. For instance, what are your 
drug co-pays? Usually there are three tiers starting at $15, $20 or more. But many of 
the pharmacy and big box retailers have a $4 Co-Pay Plan. The savings on these and 
Mail Order Plans add up. 

 
Savings: Hard to peg but more than $6,850. (In theory, once you hit the 
Obamacare out-of-pocket limit, it’s an “open bar.”) 

 
 

5. Stay in network. 
 

Most health plans have a Network of Providers that have agreed to discounts for their 
services. All plans have design features such as separate higher deductibles, co- 
insurance and out-of-pocket limits to encourage you to stay in network. 

 
When Out of Network, you may be exposed to additional charges in excess of the In 
Network negotiated “usual, customary & reasonable” fees. Let’s just say heart surgery 
at an In Network facility has a negotiated rate of $88,000. But you decide to have the 
same procedure Out of Network and are billed $140,000. In most cases, that $52,000 
difference will be your responsibility. Therefore, when selecting a health plan, carefully 
consider how In and Out of Network claims will be handled. Some plans offer up to 
15% premium discounts in exchange for a smaller (narrow) network. Those plans, like 
the old HMOs, pretty much require that you get all your care In Network. Other plans 
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https://www.healthcarebluebook.com/


have far greater flexibility. Some plans require you get transplants at “Centers of 
Excellence.” 

 
Bottom line: Know your plan’s Network limitations. 

 
The good news again, under the newer rules of Obamacare, is that you can switch 
plans during the year-end Open Enrollment Period.  If you’ve chosen a plan with say, 
an Aurora-only Network, and then you get sick and want to get treatment at The 
Froedtert Clinic, you have the ability to make a change. 

 
One final important clarification on this subject: In most cases, emergency care Out of 
Network is treated as In Network. 

 
Savings: This one by itself is probably worth 10 Grand! 

 
 
 
 

6. Schedule preventive care. 
 

Regardless of what deductibles, co-pays and coinsurance your health plan may have, 
The Affordable Care Act mandates that preventive services be paid at 100%. We see 
two problems with this. 

 
First, despite the fact that preventive care is covered in full, barely 1 in 3 people get 
annual physicals, including recommended tests and scans and dental check-ups. Not 
only are they “free,” but as mentioned in #3 above, some Plans actually reward (pay) 
you for getting your annual exam. 

 
The second problem is the way providers code these visits. You make an appointment 
for a physical fully expecting it to be covered at 100%. But during the course of the 
exam, under the doc's normal questioning, you reveal you’ve been having headaches. 
Then comes the surprise bill showing at least part of the exam was coded as diagnostic. 
Now you’re on the hook for possibly a hundred dollars or more, depending on your 
deductible. 

 
Maybe these "gotchas" help account for why many people put off annual exams. Don’t! 
When you make your appointment, when you check in and when visiting with your doc, 
make it clear you’re hoping your visit will be billed as preventive. But if diagnostic work 
is required, as they say, you just need to deal with it. I think we’ve all known someone 
who put off diagnostic work that might have cost a few hundred dollars only to become 
ill and have a chronic condition needing tens of thousands of dollars of treatment every 
year. 

 
Savings: Priceless! 
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7. Rehearse your next emergency. 
 

When I wrote Tip #8 over five years ago, it was after a gust of wind and my car’s trunk 
had just conspired to gash my skull. With blood pouring down my neck, I needed care 
ASAP. But an emergency room is an awful place to get care. And they’re awfully 
expensive, too. According to the Healthcare Bluebook, ER visits might cost anywhere 
from $598 (“Level One”) to $4,781 (“Level Two”). The cost of the average Urgent Care 
visit is $173. 

 
It’s my job to know a little about the whereabouts of Urgent Care facilities. Make it your 
job, too. Where’s the nearest UC facility to your home or work? A call to the NurseLine 
number on your insurance ID Card might help. So would a call to your primary care 
physician. Do you have his or her cell phone number? (I do.) 

 
Savings: An average $2,000. 

 
 
 

8. Boomers: Understand Medicare. 
 

Here’s a Tip for the 10,000 Baby Boomers turning 65 every day, a milestone that 
makes them eligible for Medicare coverage. Medicare doesn’t cover everything, so you’ll 
want to look at Medicare Supplement coverage (sometimes called “MediGap”), or a 
Medicare Advantage plan. 

 
First, a quick tutorial. In brief, Medicare Part A partially covers inpatient hospital 
services. In most cases, you are automatically enrolled in Part A at age 65 at no cost (if 
you consider all the payroll taxes you’ve paid over the years, “no cost!”). Medicare Part 
B partially covers physician charges. You have to sign up for Part B and it has a 
monthly cost starting at $121.80 for 2016. Medicare Part C is privately administered 
“Advantage Plans” that generally have a very low (how about $25, or even $0) monthly 
premium but then cover hospital, physician and pharmacy charges subject to a variety 
of co-pays. 
From carrier to carrier, those co-pays are generally capped in a range of about $5,000 
to $7,000 per year. 

 
Typically, Advantage Plans also have a network of providers, and all your care is 
“managed” within that network. If your Advantage Plan has a zero premium and you’re 
in pretty good health, your total cost for a year may be just a couple of hundred dollars 
in co-pays. A traditional Medicare Supplement Plan might have a monthly premium of 
about $180 at age 65. Typically however, such a plan has no restrictions on where you 
receive care and fills in virtually all Medicare’s coverage gaps. Let’s face it, a lot of folks 
over age 65 have a host of medical conditions. For them, the annualized premium 
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(about $2,160) of a traditional supplemental plan would be far lower than the co-pays 
of an Advantage Plan. 

 
One note: Unlike Advantage Plans, traditional supplemental plans do not cover 
prescription drugs. For that, we have Medicare Part D, which again is privately run 
insurance plans covering drugs subject to co-pays and the infamous “doughnut hole.” 
Premiums for Part D Plans generally run between $40 and $70 per month. 

 
Savings: $1,500 - $2,300, depending on the plan selected. 

 
 

9. "Check, please." (Study it thoroughly!) 
 

"Check, please" was the title of another 30 Second Insurance Tip. When presented with 
a restaurant bill, we all usually take a look before paying to make sure the charges are 
right. That’s because mistakes happen. Funny how they’re usually not in our favor. 
Mistakes are often made on our insurance claims too. And the errors usually cost more 
than a couple of egg rolls! 

 
My advice to clients and friends is never to pay providers until you’ve received your 
insurer’s Explanation of Benefits. Make sure the treatment itemized was actually 
delivered. Make sure network discounts were properly applied to those billed charges. 
And that the discounted totals were properly applied to your deductible and 
coinsurance. After reading one of my 30 Second Insurance Tips awhile back, a good 
client discovered his doctor had added an $890 “surgical services” charge to a routine 
office visit. Trouble is, no “surgical services” were performed! When called on it, the doc 
still wanted the extra cash. It took a little doing, but with the insurer’s help, we finally 
made that charge go away. 

 
Savings: $890 for my client 

 
 

10. Spend just 30 seconds each week learning more. 
 

As a subscriber to our weekly "30 Second Insurance Tips," you’ll get even more 
valuable information every Sunday night. These email Tips are short for a reason. Time 
is money! But if 30 seconds a week helps you to be a more savvy consumer of health 
care – spending only what we need to spend – collectively maybe we can put a dent in 
future premium increases. If a friend forwarded this Health Insurance Cost Reduction 
Guide to you and you'd like to subscribe to the tips, you can do so at 
http://therauseragency.com/30-second-tips.cfm. Be sure to click on the confirmation 
link we will email to you as soon as you subscribe. 

 
Savings: $30 billion. 

http://therauseragency.com/30-second-tips.cfm
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Final Thoughts 
 

In the United States, we’re going to spend almost $3.5 trillion dollars on health care in 
2016. Couldn’t we just save 1% ($30 billion) by being better consumers? That’s a 
pretty lofty goal, so please invite your friends to sign up for these 30 Second Insurance 
Tips. They'll thank you! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Jon Rauser 
The Rauser Agency 
jon@TheRauserAgency.com 
414-276-2700 
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